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Abstract 
Interval routing scheme (k-IRS) is a compact routing scheme on general networks. It has been 
studied extensively and recently been implemented on the latest generation INMOS Transputer 
Router chip. In this paper we introduce an extension of the Interval Routing Scheme k-IRS to 
the multidimensional case (k,d)-MIRS, where k is the number of intervals and d is the num- 
ber of dimensions. Whereas k-IRS only represents compactly a single shortest path between 
any two nodes, with this new extension we are able to represent all shortest paths compactly. 
This is useful for fault-tolerance and traffic distribution in a network. We study efficient repre- 
sentations of all shortest paths between any pair of nodes for general network topologies, for 
product graphs and for specific interconnection networks such as rings, grids, tori, hypercubes 
and chordal rings. For these interconnection networks we show that for about the same space 
complexity as k-IRS we can represent all shortest paths in (k,d)-MIRS (as compared to only 
a single shortest path in k-IRS). Moreover, trade-offs are derived between the dimension d and 
the number of intervals k in multidimensional interval routing schemes on hypercubes, grids and 
tori, @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Routing messages between pairs of processors is a fundamental task in a distributed 
computing system. In order to exchange messages between pairs of processors in such 
a way as to maintain a high throughput, it is important to route messages along paths of 
minimum cost (shortest paths). Moreover, the distributed nature of the system requires 
that path information be stored somehow at each intermediate node. 
As more processors are added to the system in order to increase the computing 
power, the underlying communication network needs to scale favorably along with the 
expansion. Moreover, as the amount of storage space at each processor is limited, the 
expansion of the network should not put undue burden locally by requiring excessive 
space for communication purposes. The routing methods used should also be simple 
and dynamically adjustable with the expansion. The underlying network structure can 
be quite arbitrary, so the routing methods should not rely on any fixed topology. More 
and more emphasis is given to this type of universal routing on arbitrary networks 
(see, for example, [20], [15], [14]). 
The trivial solution is the one of storing, at each node v, a complete routing table 
which specifies, for each destination u, one incident link belonging to a shortest path 
between u and v. Such a table has size O(n . log S), where 6 is the node degree and n 
the size of the network. Since in the general case such tables are too space-consuming 
for large networks, it is necessary to devise routing schemes with smaller tables. This 
gives rise to a need of simple scalable and topology independent compact routing 
methods. 
Research activities have focused on identifying classes of network topologies where 
the shortest path information at each node can be succinctly stored, assuming that 
suitably “short” labels can be assigned to nodes and links at preprocessing time. Such 
labels are used to encode useful information about the network structure, with special 
regard to shortest paths. 
In the ILS (interval labeling scheme) [24], [ 171, [18], node-labels belong to the set 
{l,...,n}, while link-l b 1 a e s are pairs of node-labels representing disjoint intervals of 
[l..n]. To send a message m from a source vi to a destination Vi, m is transmitted 
by vi on the (unique) link e = (vl, ok) such that the label of Vj belongs to the interval 
associated to e. With this approach, one always obtains an efficient memory allocation, 
while the problem is to choose node and link-labels in such a way that messages are 
routed along shortest paths. 
In [24], [ 171, [ 181 it is shown how the ILS approach can be applied to optimally 
route messages on particular network topologies, such as trees, rings, etc. The ILS 
approach has also been used in other papers as a basic building block for rout- 
ing schemes based on network decomposition and clustering [2], [3], [ll], [ 121, 
[I319 Pll. 
In [ 181, the model has been extended to allow more than 1 interval to be associated 
with each link; in particular, a 2-ILS, i.e. a scheme associating at most 2 intervals for 
each edge, is proposed for 2-dimensional doubly wrapped grids. Multi-label k-ILS has 
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been implemented on the latest generation of INMOS Transputer Cl04 Router Chips 
[ 151 (for a survey of results on compact routing methods see [ 191). 
All results on ILS only handle the case where just one shortest path between each 
pair of nodes is represented. On the other hand, representing all shortest paths between 
each pair of nodes turns out to be convenient when problems related to fow control 
aspects such as fault tolerance and traffic load balancing are considered. The Boolean 
Routing approach introduced in [7] explicitly aims at the efficient representation of all 
shortest paths. However, in this scheme different boolean predicates need to be used 
for each network. 
In order to derive efficient ILS routing schemes for the representation of ull shortest 
paths, we introduce multidimensional extensions of ILS, (k, d)-MILS. In this extension, 
an ILS with associated dimension d has as node-labels d-tuples of integers, while each 
link is labeled with up to k d-tuples of intervals. The usual ILS corresponds to the 
case d= 1. 
We show in this paper that with this new extension of ILS to multidimensional ILS 
it is possible to represent all shortest paths compactly in a routing table for common 
interconnection networks such as trees, rings, grids, tori, hypercubes and chordal rings, 
with about the same space complexity as the regular k-ILS. We also consider problems 
on the efficiency of the new extensions for general graphs. The problem of deriving 
trade-offs between dimension d and the number of intervals k is also studied. In par- 
ticular, some trade-offs between these parameters are given for relevant interconnection 
networks such as grids, tori, and hypercubes. For example, for about the same space 
complexity as the normal l-ILS, it is easy to represent a d-dimension hypercube with 
a (1, d)-MILS representing all shortest paths, (i.e. with only 1 interval per link using d 
dimensions), whereas we show that it requires [2”-‘/dl-ILS (a much higher number 
of intervals and space complexity) to achieve the same task. 
The paper is organized as follows. The next section contains a description of the 
communication model used and some definitions. In Section 3 we state some results for 
general networks. We show that the product of graphs with optimum multidimensional 
ILS is also an optimal multidimensional ILS. Also a complexity result on NP-hardness 
of multidimensional ILS is stated. Section 4 contains specific results on interconnection 
networks trees, rings, grids, tori, hypercubes and chordal rings. In Section 5 we study 
the relationship between the dimension d and the number of intervals k: how it is 
possible to trade-off one parameter for the other in networks such as hypercubes, grids 
and tori. We also give tight bounds on the number of intervals and dimensions needed 
for hypercubes. Section 6 contains results on other variations of the MILS model. 
Finally we list some open problems in the last section. 
2. The model 
The model we shall use is the point to point communication model, where 
each process in the network has access only to its own local memory and communicate 
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by sending messages via one of its neighbors. Let G = (V,E) be a graph (network) with 
vertex set V of size n and edge set E. An interval labeling scheme (ILS) is a scheme 
of labeling each node in the graph with some unique integer in the set { 1,. . . , n} 
and each link (outgoing edge) with a unique interval [a, b], with a, b E { 1,. . .,n}. 
Wrap-around of intervals is allowed, so if a > b then [a, b] = {a, a + 1,. . . , n, 1,. . . , 6). 
The set of all intervals associated with the links of a node forms a partition of 
the interval [l..n] (thus in reality each link needs to be labeled with only the left 
end-point of the interval). Messages to a destination node j are routed via the link 
that is labeled with the interval [a, b] such that j E [a, b]. An ILS is valid if, for 
all the nodes i and j of G, messages sent from i to j eventually reach j correctly. 
A valid ILS is sometimes called an interval routing scheme (IRS for 
short). 
We now extend the above concept to multidimension. For simplicity, we first define a 
d-dimensional ILS. A (1, d)-MILS (multidimensional KS) (d > 0) is a labeling scheme 
where each node of G is labeled with an element from Nd (where N is the set of 
non-negative integers, and d is the dimension) and each link is labeled with a d-tuple 
([al, 611,. . , [ad, bd]) of intervals, ai, bi E N for each i. In general, let I be the set of all 
closed intervals on N (so we can consider I = N x N); each link in a (1, d)-MILS is then 
labeled with a value from Id. To route a message to a destination node j = (ji, . . . ,j,) 
a node checks its link-labels and finds one d-tuple of intervals ([al, bl], . ., [ad, bd]) 
that satisfies ji E [ai, bi] for each i, 1 d i dd. 
In a (k,d)-MILS each link is labeled with up to k values from Id, i.e. with at most 
k d-tuples of intervals. A message with destination j = (jl, . . ,jd) is then routed on 
any link with label {Ii,. . . , II} (2 <k and Zh E Id, 1 <h < I) if there exists some d-tuple 
of intervals Ih such that ji E [ai,,, b,,,] for each i, 1 <i<d. A valid MILS is also called 
a multidimensional interval routing scheme (MIRS). Thus a+ regular IRS is just a 
(1, l)-MIRS. 
A (k,d)-MIRS is optimum if the route traversed by each message is via a shortest 
path and overall optimum if, for any two nodes u, v E V, all the shortest paths from u 
to v are represented in the scheme. In the case where multiple paths are represented (as 
for an overall optimum MIRS), the labels on the edges of a given node may overlap, 
i.e., they do not form a partition of the vertices in V. 
The k-IRS model defined in Section 2 was the original one introduced in [ 181. 
In [l l] a restricted version was introduced, which is usually called a Strict k-IRS 
(k-SIRS). In this model, a link-label must not contain the node-label of the node 
it is incident on. Thus, for example, a node labeled 5 must not have an incident 
link with an interval containing 5, like for instance [3,6]. The class of graphs that 
allows a k-SIRS is strictly smaller than the regular k-IRS, even though the space 
complexity is completely identical. We can similarly define a (k,d)-MSIRS 
model. 
In the one-dimensional case, the deletion of the label of one node from the intervals 
associated to its outgoing edges creates at most one new interval per link. Therefore, 
the following lemma can be easily proved. 
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Lemma 1. Given any graph G, if there is a (k, I)-MIRS for G then there exists also 
a (k + 1, l)-MSZRS. 
A weaker results can be proved for higher dimensions. 
Lemma 2. Given any graph G, iJ’ there is a (k, d)-MIRSfbr G then there exists also 
a (k 2d,d)-MSIRS. 
Proof. Given a node v having label (ii,. ,id), consider a multidimensional inter- 
val ~d=([al,bl],...,[ad,bdl) associated to one of its incident links which satisfies 
(ii,..., id), i.e., such that for each j, 1 <j <d, aj < ij < bJ. 
Let S,<, be the set of node labels satisfied by Id. Then, the set S,<, - {(il,. . . , id)} can 
be exactly satisfied by the disjunction of the 2d multidimensional intervals, 
([ai,il - ll,...,[ad,bdl),([ii + l,bil,...,[ad,bdl), 
([il,ill,[a2,i2 - II,..., [ad,bdl),([il,ill,li2 + Lb21,...,[ad,hl), 
([i1,ill,[i2,i21,,[ad,id - ll),([il,ill,[i2,i21,...,[id + l,bdl), 
where the operations for each dimension j are the appropriate modulo operations to 
allow for cyclic intervals. 
The lemma follows by observing that the above argument is true for any multi- 
dimensional interval associated to an outgoing link of v. 0 
3. Multidimensional interval routing on general networks 
Let G=(V,E) be a graph with IVI=n and the nodes of G be vi,...,v,. We can 
simply label node vi with the n-tuple (l,O, 0,. . . ,O), node v2 with (0, l,O,. . . ,O) and 
so on. Now label each link with the n-tuple of intervals ([0, bl],. . ., [0, b,]), where 
bi = 1 if node vi can be reached by a shortest path via this link and bi = 0 otherwise. 
It is easily seen that this is a valid and overall optimum (I, n)-MSIRS. But we can do 
slightly better. 
Theorem 3. For any graph G, there is an overall optimum (1, rn/21)-MSIRS. 
Proof. Let the nodes of G be VI,. . . , v,. Label node vi with the [n/21 -tuple (1, 0, . ,O), 
node v2 with (2,0,. . . , 0), node v3 with (0, l,O,. . ,O), node v4 with (0,2,0,. . . ,O) and 
in general node v; with the [n/21 -tuple (dl, . , . , d rni21 ) such that 4, = 0 for j # [i/21, 
drilsl = 1 if i is odd and dlj,2] = 2 if i is even. 
Now at each node Vi label each incident link e with the [n/21-tuple of intervals 
([al,bll,...,[arn/21, rn,2~1), where: b 
_ a, = 0, bj = 0 if e is neither on a shortest path between Vi and U2j_ 1 nor on a shortest 
path between Vi and U2j; 
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_ aj = 0, bj = 1 if e is on a shortest path between vi and V2j- 1 and e is not on a shortest 
path between v; and ~2,; 
_ aj = 2, bj = 0 if e is not on a shortest path between vi and Uzj- 1 and e is on a shortest 
path between vi and r2j; 
_ aj = 0, b, = 2 if e is on a shortest path between Vi and U2j- 1 and also on a shortest 
path between vi and U2j. 
It is easily seen that this scheme is overall optimum. 0 
The space complexity of the scheme as described above requires n bits for each 
node-label and 2n bits for each link-label. 
On the other hand, we can simply label each node with a value in { 1,. . . , n} and, 
for any link, list all the nodes (at most n) optimally reachable through that link 
by specifying, for each such node i, the corresponding interval [i, i]. This gives us 
an overall optimum (n, l)-MSIRS, which can be further improved by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4. For any graph G, there exists an overall optimum (Ln/2J, I)-MSIRS. 
Proof. We use the above (n, l)-MSIRS scheme and note that we can collapse any two 
adjacent intervals [i, i], [i + 1, i + l] to a single interval [i, i + 11. Thus, we have at most 
Ln/2J intervals left. 0 
The space complexity of the node-label for this scheme is logn but the link-label 
can be quite bad, about n logn. In general, for a (k,d)-MIRS, let the node-label be 
(it,. . ,id) with il E (0,. . . ,n,}, . . ., id E (0,. . . , nd}. Then the size of each node-label is 
about lognl +...+lognd= log(nt ‘rz2” . nd) and the size of each link-label is about 
2k log(nt . n2 . nd). We shall see in the next two sections that for specific graphs we 
can actually achieve better space complexity. 
We now consider the Cartesian Product of graphs. This class of graphs includes the 
topologies of some interconnection networks commonly used in parallel architectures, 
such as hypercubes, d-dimensional grids and tori. 
Definition 5. Given h graphs Gt = (6, El ), . . . , Gh = (I$,, Eh), h > 0, define the product 
graph GI x .. x Gh, as the graph G = (V, E), where: 
1. V=hx...xG, 
2. E= U~=t{(Vi~ ,..., i ,..., ia,Vil ,_.., ;; _.,, if,) I Vi, 6 &;,...,Vi,_, E 5-1, Vi, E 5, Vii E 5, Vi,,, E y+l 
, . . . , Vi,, E V,, (Vi,, Vii ) E Ej}, where for the sake of simplicity we denote any node 
(Vi, 9.. .Y vi,, > E V by vi, ,...,i/, . 
The definition states that each node Ui,,.,.,i,Z of the resulting graph G belongs to the 
d dimensional space V = fi x . . . x V, and that for any j, with 1 <j < h, the subgraph 
induced by all nodes with the same il,. . . , ij-1, ii+, , . . , ih values is isomorphic to Gj. 
In Fig. 1 an example of product graph for h = 2 is provided. 






Fig. I. Sample 
We note here that the product of graphs with k-IRS is not necessarily a k-IRS 
product. 
[ 18,231, but this is true for linear interval routing schemes [ 161 and boolean routing 
schemes [8]. Happily this is also true for (k,d)-MIRS. 
Suppose each subgraph Gj has a (kj,dj)-MIRS, 1 ,<j<h, with 151 =tzj. Let G= 
(V, E) be the product graph defined as above and let d = x;=, di. We label each node 
rii ,..., f ,.... i,, E v with the d-tuple (al, ,, . . ,al,d,, ~72.1,. . . , &,&, . ,ah, ,, . . ,Qd,,), where for 
each j, (a,,~, . ,aj,d,) is the label of node L’~, E l$ in the (ki,di)-MIRS for G,. 
For each link e = (a, II ,..., i ,..., lh 1 Vi, ..,. 1; ... . . i,, ) E E in the product graph G, we label it with 
kj d-tuples of intervals 
(zI.I~...~zl,~,~~l,s,+l,...~~l.s,+d,,zI,v,,,+I ,.-., Zl,d), 
where Sj = ~{~-,’ d,, and for each i such that either i<s, or i>sj+l+l, II,, =Z2,i =. = 
Zk,,! is the interval containing the ith-dimensional components of all node-labels, and 
UI,.5,+lr..., II,,,,-d, 1,. . . 5 (4&l>. . . > zk,,.y,+d,) are the kj d,-tuples associated at node I’,, 
to edge ej = (vi,, V~J ) E Ej in the (kj, dj)-MIRS for G,. 
It is now possible to prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 6. The scheme described above correctly routes messages ulong their shortest 
paths. 
Proof. For any j such that 1 6 j < h and for any pair of nodes r = ~~ ,,,, i ,,,,,,,,,, 
21’ = fi. If i’ ;;( E v, each edge e = (a,, I .i ,,..., I ,, Z’,, . ... . it” ,,,,, ; , > E E incident to r belongs to 1’ ‘/’ 
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a shortest path from u to u’ iff edge ej = (Us,, t.p ) E Ej belongs to a shortest path from 
I 
~4 to V? in graph Gj. 
The lemma is proved by observing that the label of node v’ belongs to one of the 
kj d-dimensional intervals assigned to e if and only if in the scheme for Gj the label 
of node 05’ belongs to one of the kj dj-dimensional intervals assigned to edge ej. 0 
We then have the following product theorem. 
Theorem 7. If each graph Gj in the set {Gl, Gz, . . , Gh} has an optimum (or over- 
all optimum) (kj,dj)-MIRS, 1 <j < h, then the product graph G = G, x G2 x . . x Gh 
has an optimum (or overall optimum) (k,d)-MIRS, with k = max(ki,. . . , kh) and 
d=d, +...+dh. 
Proof. Observe that in the above construction, at each link the number of intervals 
is one of the kj’s of (kj,dj)-MIRS, hence k can be no greater than one of the kj’s. 
The dimension of the product graph is clearly the sum of the dimensions of all the 
subgraphs. 0 
We now consider the problem of the complexity of designing (k,d)-MIRS. It has 
been proved in [9] that for any weighted graph G (where each edge is assigned a non- 
negative weight) and any integer k >O, deciding whether there exists an optimum 
k-IRS for G is NP-Complete, both in the case that only one shortest path and when 
all shortest paths must be represented. As a direct consequence of this result we obtain 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. Given a weighted graph G and two integers k, d 2 1, the problem of 
deciding whether an optimum or overall optimum (k,d)-MIRS exists for G is NP- 
Complete. 
Proof. The problem is in NP since given a (k,d)-MIRS for G it is possible to verify 
in polynomial time whether or not it is overall optimum. The completeness can be 
derived directly by restriction to the case d = 1. 0 
4. Interconnection etworks 
We now show that there exists an overall optimum MIRS for some standard inter- 
connection networks. 
Theorem 9. Trees, rings and complete graphs have overall optimum (1, I)-MSIRS. 
Proof. For trees and complete graphs, the overall optimum MIRS is just the normal 
l-IRS (see [24] and [18]), as there is only a single shortest path between each pair of 
nodes. We can also extend the standard optimal l-IRS for rings to include all shortest 
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paths by specifying the correct end-point of each interval to include the appropriate 
node on rings of even size. 0 
The space complexity for each node-label is just logn and for each link-label it is 
2 log n. 
Theorem 10. Complete bipartite graphs have overall optimum (2,1)-MSIRS. 
Proof. Let G = (NA U NB,E) be a complete bipartite graph, with E = {(x, y) 1 x E NA and 
YE%}, ItiJ=n~, and INBI= no. Nodes in NA are labeled with labels 1,. . . , n,.j and nodes 
inNg withlabelsnA+l,...,nA+nB. ForeachnodeainNA withlabel I,E{~,...,~A}, 
and for each node b in Ng with label lb E {no + 1,. ,nA +n~}, the link connecting 
a to b is labeled with the 2-intervals l-dimensional label {[ 1, nA], [lb, lb]}, Similarly, 
for each node b in NB, label each link (b,a) connecting b to a node a in NA with 
{ [!‘rA + 1, no + no], [I,, la]}. It is easy to verify that such labeling covers all the shortest 
paths in the graph G. 0 
The overall optimum MIRS described above has a space complexity logn for each 
node-label and 4 log n for each link-label. 
Theorem 11. d-grids, d-tori and d-hypercubes have overall optimum (l,d)-MSIRS. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the product of lines (trees of degree 2) and 
rings, and applying the product Theorem 7. 0 
Finally, we consider the class of chordal ring networks, in which processors are 
connected as in a ring, but there are chords connecting pair of nodes at distance 
greater than one. 
Definition 12. A chordal ring is a graph R,(C)= (V,E), where CC (2,. . .,n - 2}, 
V={v~,...,v,_~}, E=El UE2 with El ={(vi,v~;+I)modn)Ii=O,...,n - 1) and E2= 
{(V;.V(i+j)modn)(i=O,..., n - 1, j E C}. Edges in El are called chords. 
By adding chords it is possible to obtain classes of denser graphs, from rings up to 
complete graphs. 
In the following two theorems we will drop the mod notation implicitly assuming 
that all operations are mod n and denote as rem(a, b) the remainder of a/b. 
Theorem 13. There exists a (2,2)-MSIRS for R,({k}), where nmod k=O. 
Proof. The (2,2)-MSIRS for R,({k}) can be constructed as follows: label each node vi 
as (i, rem(i, k) . n/k + Li/k] ). Notice that, starting from any node vi, the subset of nodes 
reachable via the chords of length k induces a ring Ri of dimension n/k; moreover 
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the second component of the labels of nodes in Ri form the interval [rem(i, k) n/k, 
rem(i+ l,k).n/k - 11. 
It is not difficult to verify that vi reaches, via the link (u;, vi+, ), nodes q belong- 
ing to rings Ri+l , . . . , Ri+ [k/21 such that i + 1 <j<i + 1421, plus nodes Uj belonging 
to rings Ri+l,. . . , R,+rkizl _, such that i + \~z/21 + 1 <j < i - 1. By construction, the 
second component of the labels of nodes in rings Ri+l,. . . , Rj+ [k/2] form the interval 
[rem(i + 1, k) . n/k, rem(i + [k/2] + 1, k) . n/k - 11, while the second component of the 
labels of nodes in Ri+l, . . , Ri+ rk,21_ 1 form the interval [rem(i + 1, k) . n/k, rem(i + [k/21, 
k) n/k-l]. Hence, the 2 two-dimensional intervals ([i + 1, i + Ln/2J], [rem(i + 1, k) . n/k, 
rem(i+ [k/21 + l,k).n/k-11) and ([i+ [n/21 + l,i-11, [rem(i+l,k).n/k,rem(i+[k/21, 
k) . n/k - l]) cover all subset of nodes optimally reachable at node LQ via the incident 
link (Ui, vi+1 ). 
Furthermore, vi can reach, via (Vi, oi+k ), nodes vi+ L~,(/zJ + 1, . . . , vi+ ~~~21, which are COV- 
ered by the two-dimensional interval ([i + [k/2] + 1, i + Lrz/2J], [0, n - 11). 
Similarly, by a completely symmetric argument it is possible to show that links 
(ui,t’i-1) and (L’,, z+-_R) can be labeled with at most 2 two-dimensional intervals, and 
the theorem holds. 0 
Theorem 14. There exists a (2,3)-MSZZ?S for R,({kl , k2}), where n mod k2 = 0 and 
k2 mod k, = 0. 
Proof. The (2,3)-MSIRS for R,( {kl, kz}) can be constructed as follows: label each 
node ui as (i, rem(i,kl).n/kl + li/kl1,rem(i,k2).n/k2 + [i/kzJ). 
Notice that, starting from any node ui, the subset of nodes reachable via the chords 
of length kl induces a ring RI,, of dimension n/k, and the subset of nodes reach- 
able via the chords of length k2 induces a ring R~J of dimension n/k2. Moreover, by 
construction the second component of the labels of nodes in Rl,i form the interval 
[rem(i, k, ). n/k,, rem(i + 1, k,). n/k, - 11, while the third component of the labels of 
nodes in R2,; form the interval [rem(i,k2).n/kz,rem(i+ l,k2).n/k2 - I]. 
It is not difficult to verify that Ui reaches, via the edge (Ui, vi+ I), nodes Vj belonging 
to rings Rl,i+I, * *. ,Rl,i+rk,/2] such that i + 1 <j <i + Ln/2j, plus nodes Uj belonging 
to rings RI,;+I,...,RI,~+~~,,~~-I such that i + [n/21 + 1 <j < i - 1. By construction, the 
second component of the labels of nodes in rings Rl,i+l, . . , Rl,i+ lk,,*] form the interval 
[rem(i + 1, kl). n/k 1, vem(i + [kl/21 + 1, k) . n/k, - 11, while the second component of the 
labels of nodes in rings Rl,;+1,...,R,,~+rk,,21-, form the interval [rem(i + 1, kl). n/k,, 
rem(i + [k1/21, k) . n/k, - 11. Hence, the 2 three-dimensional intervals ([i + 1, i + Ln/2j], 
[rem(i+ l,k~)~n/kl,rem(i+ [k1/21 + l,k).n/kl - l],[O,n - 11) and ([i+ [n/21 + l,i- 
11, [rem(i+ l,kl).n/k,,rem(i+ [kl/2],k).n/kl - 11, [O,n - I]). 
Furthermore, Zji reaches, via the edge (vi, &+k,), nodes Uj belonging to rings 
Rz,i+Lk,/zJ + 15. 9. ,h,i+k, [k2!2k,l + [(k, -1)/2] such that i + 1 <j <i + ln/2j and nodes U, 
belonging to rings &.i+~k,/21 +1, . . , b+k, (p+!~,l -I) + l(k, -+;zJ such that i + [n/2] + 
1 <j < i - 1, where CC = 1 if k2Jkl is odd, else c1= 0. Such nodes can be covered by the 
2 three-dimensional intervals ([i -t- 1, i + [n/21], [0, n - 11, [rem(i + lk1/2j + 1, k2). n/kz, 
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rem(i+k~. [k2/2k11 + L(kl - x)/2] + l,kz).n/k~ - 11) and ([i+ in/21 + 1,i - I], 
[O,n-l],[rem(i+ jk1/2J + I,k2). /k n z,rem(i+kl .([k$kl)-l)+ [(kl-a)/21 + l,k2). 
n/k2 - 11). 
Finally, Ci reaches, via the edge (ui, vi+& nodes Ci+jk~~2J + 1,. . , t’;+~,,~21, which are 
covered by the three-dimensional interval ([i + Lk/2J + 1, i + 1~/2]], [0, n - 11, [0, n - I]). 
Similarly, by a completely symmetric argument it is possible to show that links 
(r,, L’;- I), (II,, f&k, ) and (ti;, r;_kr) can be labeled with at most 2 three-dimensional in- 
tervals, and the theorem holds. •i 
We note that, for the classes of chordal rings considered in the above two theorems, 
no upper bound on the number of intervals k with an overall optimum (k, I)-MIRS is 
known. 
For the hypercubes, the space complexity of each node-label and each link-label is 
respectively log2d = d and 2 log2d = 2d. Also the ones for grids and tori are logn 
and 2 logn, while the ones for chordal rings R,({k}) are 2 logn - log k and 4 logn - 
2 log k. Finally, the space complexity of each node-label and link-label for chordal 
rings R,,({kl, k2)) is, respectively, 3 logn - log kl - log k2 and 12 logn - 410g kl - 
4 log k2. 
Notice that, in the case of hypercubes, since d = log n, this shows that it is possible 
to represent all shortest paths in the network with no additional cost (in terms of space) 
with respect to the usual representation of one shortest path for any pair of nodes in 
I-IRS. Thus, we gain in flexibility of routing with the multidimensional (1, d)-MIRS. 
In the next section we shall see that we can obtain an even better bound with an 
overall optimum ( 1, d/2) -MIRS. 
5. Trade-offs between k and d in (k, d)-MIRS 
In this section we investigate the relationship between the number of intervals k and 
the number of dimensions d in (k,d)-MIRS. We show that for some interconnection 
networks there are trade-offs between these two parameters in MIRS. In particular we 
show how the increase of the number of dimensions d yields a corresponding decrease 
of the number of intervals k needed and vice versa. 
5.1. Technical preliminaries 
We now introduce the mutrix representations of shortest paths [6, lo] and state some 
of their properties that will be exploited for determining lower and upper bounds on 
the number of intervals needed by the MIRS. 
For a graph G = (V, E), and a node v E V, we will denote by I(u) C E the set of 
links incident to r and by Z(V) = {(tl, e) 1 v E V, e E Z(v)} the set of all possible pairs of 
node and incident-link. Moreover, for each node u and each link e E I(u), denote by 
s(u,e) the set of nodes v optimally reachable from u through that link (i.e. such that 
e belongs to some shortest path from u to v). 
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Definition 15. Given a graph G = (V,E) and a set of pairs P = ((~1, el), . . . , (ut, et)} C 
I(V), the matrix representation of G w.r.t. P is an n x 1 matrix M(P) such that 
M(P)[ j, i] = 1 if vj E S(Ui, ei), otherwise M(P)[j, i] = 0. 
Clearly, in the one-dimensional case there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
each permutation of the rows of M(P) and each labeling of the nodes in G and, as 
far as only strict schemes are concerned, in M(P) each maximal block of consec- 
utive entries equal to 1 in column i corresponds to a maximal interval of integers 
associated at node Di to its incident link ei. Thus, the following lemma can be easily 
proved. 
Lemma 16. Given G = (V, E), let M(I( V)) be the matrix representation w. r. t. I(V). 
Then there exists an overall optimum (k, I)-MSIRS for G tf and only tf there exists 
a circular permutation of the rows of M(Z( V)) such that each column has at most k 
blocks of consecutive entries equal to 1. 
For the lower bounds on the number of intervals required by MSIRS, we have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 17. Given G = (V,E), let M(P) be the matrix representation w.r. t. P = 
{(ul,el),..., (vt,et)} C I( V), and assume that, for any two rows ri and rj belong- 
ing to M(P), dn(i, j) 2 2t for some t > 0, where dn(i, j) is the Hamming distance of 
rows ri and rj in M(P). Then there is no overall optimum (k, l)-MSIRS for G with 
k< [n.t/ll. 
Proof. Considering the ith column of M(P) for any 1 <i < 1, the blocks of l’s sep- 
arated by O’s down the column ‘and around’ precisely correspond to the intervals 
assigned to the edge ei at vi by the scheme, assuming that nodes in V are labeled 
in this order. The number of blocks, and hence the number of intervals needed, is 
equal to half the number of occurrences of the patterns 01 and 10 down the column 
and around. Since the number of occurrences of 01 is equal to the number of occur- 
rences of 10, using Hamming distances and summing up all columns gives a total of 
C:=, i(dn(i, (i + 1) mod n)) an. t blocks. Hence, there is a column in M(P) which has 
at least [n. t/Z] blocks, and the corresponding link ei must have at least this number 
of labels at Vi. 
The same argument applies if the nodes in V are labeled in any other way and the 
rows of M(P) are permuted accordingly. Hence, any optimal overall (k, l)-MIRS for 
G must assign at least [n. t/l] intervals to some link. 0 
By the above lemma and Lemma 1 the following corollary for general MIRS can 
be derived immediately. 
Corollary 18. Given G = (V, E), let M(P) be the matrix representation w.r. t. P = ((~1, 
el ), . . . , (vt,et)} C I( V), and assume that, for any two rows rj and rj belonging to 
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M(P), dH(i, j) 22~ for some t >O. Then there is no overall optimum (k, I)-A4IRS for 
G with k < [n . t/Z] - 1. 
5.2. Hypercuhes 
We have seen that there is a simple overall optimum (l,d)-MIRS for hypercubes 
(Theorem 11). We now show that it is not possible to cover all shortest paths in the 
regular l-IRS; in fact, we give a precise bound for the number of intervals required. 
Theorem 19. There are no overall optimum (k, l)-MSIRS and overall optimum 
(k - 1, l)-MZRS for d-dimensional hypercubes Hd with k < [2”-‘/dl. 
Proof. Given any node v E Hd, consider the matrix representation M(P) w.r.t. P = 
{(v, ei) 1 1 <i <d}, where ei is the link incident to v in the ith dimension. It is easy 
to see that M(P) consists of the 2d rows that are all possible strings of d bits, thus 
for all pairs of rows r;, rj, we have dH(i,j)> 1. Now by Lemma 17 there is no (k, I}- 
MSIRSforHdwithk<[2 */l-r d. 1 d - 2d-‘/dl. Similarly, by Corollary 18, there is no 
(k - l,l)-MIRS for Hd. 0 
We are now able to give upper bounds on the number of intervals required by (k, l)- 
MIRS for Hd. Since the existence of a (k, l)-MSIRS for a graph G always implies the 
existence of a (k, l)-MIRS, we give the proofs for the strict case. 
Theorem 20. There exists an overall optimum (k, l)-MSZRS for Hd with k= [2d-‘/dl. 
Proof. Consider the matrix representation M(Z( V)) w.r.t. Z(V) and for each node L’ let 
ei be its incident link in the ith dimension. For any circular permutation of the rows rr, 
let num(M(I( V)), 7~) be the maximum number of blocks of consecutive entries equal 
to 1 over all the columns of M(Z( V)). 
Notice that, whatever the circular permutation 71 is, all columns associated to 
pairs (v, ei) for a fixed dimension i have the same number of consecutive blocks of 
entries equal to 1, since any two such columns are either identical or just the bit- 
complement of each other. Thus, for a given node n E Hd, with its submatrix M(P) 
w.r.t. P = {(v. ei) 1 1 < idd} (recall that this matrix has for all of its 2d rows all the 
possible strings of d bits), for each permutation rc, num(M(Z( V)), 71) = num(M(P), n). 
In [22] it has been proved that it is possible to permute rows of M(P) in such a way 
that num(M(P), 71) = [2d-‘/dl. The theorem now follows from Lemma 16. 0 
Corollary 21. For each i such that 1 <i<d there exists an overall optimum ([2’-‘,/il, 
[d/i])-MSIRS for Hd. 
Proof. A d-dimensional hypercube Hd is given by the product of [d/i] hypercubes of 
dimension i and a hypercube of dimension d mod i. The corollary now follows from 
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2d-l 2.24-1 3.29-I 
no. of intervals d d ---J-- d . . . 2.logd 2 1 
dimension 1 2 3 d d d Logd “’ a z 
Fig. 2. Trade-off between number of intervals and dimensions for a hypercube of dimension d (all the 
quantities are to be rounded to the next integer). 
product Theorem 7 by observing that because of Theorem 20 each of these [d/i] 
hypercubes, of dimension at most i, admits a ([2’-l/i], l)-MSIRS. 0 
This corollary shows what we can effectively gain by increasing the number of 
dimensions of an MIRS. In fact, in the one-dimensional case we cannot aim to get 
better than a (2dP’/d, I)-MIRS, i.e. to use less than 2d-‘/d one-dimensional intervals. 
For the two-dimensional case we can get a (2d/2/d,2)-MIRS, for the three-dimensional 
case a (3 .2 d!3-‘/d 3)-MIRS, and so on till we obtain a (It1 ,d/3)-MIRS, and finally a 
(1, d/2)-MIRS. Relalling the construction of product Theorem 7, the ratio between the 
space complexity in the (2d-1/d, l)-MIRS and in the (l,d/2)-MIRS is 2d-‘/d, which 
is almost linear in the number of nodes. The trade-off between number and dimension 
of intervals in edge labels for a hypercube of dimension d is shown in Fig. 2. 
5.3. Grids and tori 
A grid of d dimensions can be seen as the product of d graphs P,, . . . ,Pd, in which 
each 4 is a line of n; nodes. Similarly, a torus is the product of d rings RI,. . . , Rd, in 
which each Ri has Hi nodes. If we allow the product of d graphs GI, . . . , Gd, in which 
each Gi is either a line or a ring of ni nodes, then we get the generalized definition 
of d-dimensional grids in which, for a given dimension i, we have wrap-arounds or 
not according to whether Gi is a ring or a line. Let us call this generalized grid a 
grid-torus. By using similar techniques to those for the hypercubes, it is possible to 
prove the following results. 
Theorem 22. There are no overall optimum (k, I)-MSIRS or overall optimum 
(k - 1, l)-MZRS j or a d-dimensional grid-torus GI x . x Gd with k < [njn,/ 
2.Cjnil, where ni=lPl. 
Proof. Let GJ = ( 4, E, ) with I$ = (~0,. . . , v,,_l} and E,={(vi,vi+l)IO<i<ni-2} if 
G,j is a line or Ej = {(vi, V(i+l jrnod “,) IO did nj - l} if Gj is a ring. 
Consider the matrix representation M(P) w.r.t. P = PI U. .UPd, where Z$ = {(vg ,,,,,; ,,,,, 0, 
(VO,...,i,,...,O~ VO,....i,+l,...,O)) ( OGG dnj-2) if Gj is a line or ?j = ((~0 ,..., i ,,..., 0, 
(00 ,..., i ,,..., 0, VO ,..., (i,+l)modn ,,.._, 0 )) / O<ij<nj - 1) if Gj is a ring. 
Then M(P) has nj n,i rows and at most cj nj columns, and the theorem follows 
by Lemma 17 and Corollary 18 by observing that any two rows in M(P) must differ 
by at least one bit. q 
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The following corollary is a direct consequence of the previous theorem. 
Corollary 23. Given u d-dimensional grid-torus Gl x x G,,, where euch 15 ) = m, 
there ure no overall optimum (k, I)-MSIRS und no overall optimum (k - 1, 1 )-MIRS 
with k < [n6’/2d]. 
Similar results on the upper bounds on the number of intervals required by the 
schemes for the grids-tori can now be proved. 
Theorem 24. There exists an overall optimum (k, l)-MZRS .fbr grids-tori with k = 
r$ 2 n;. 
Proof. Let us consider first the case of a d-dimensional grid G, and let Gj = ( y, EJ) 
with l’j={vo ,..., v,~,_I} and E,={(v,,c;+l)/O<i<nJ-2). Now label each node vi ,,.,,, ; , 
with the integer il +nl .iZ+nl ~n2~i3+...+nl ‘n2”‘n&l ‘id and let (u,v) be an 
edge along dimension j. Assume w.1.o.g. that u is labeled with a smaller value than 
v. It is not hard to see that under the given labeling the labels of all nodes optimally 
reachable from u via edge (u, tl) define the following set of intervals (where i is the 
label of u): 
nl ‘..:i~_~ +k.nl ‘...‘n,-l, 
nl ‘..:n, +k.nl . . ..II-~ . 1 
wtth Odk,<rtJ+~~..:nd-ri/nI . . ..n.l, since ([i/n, . . ..njl-k)nl....nj_l <nl.....n,J. 
This implies that as many as nj+t . . . nd distinct intervals can be necessary to 
represent all nodes optimally reachable via (u, c). 
The cases for tori and grid-tori can be treated similarly to obtain the same 
bound. 0 
In the case in which each Gj has the same cardinality, we have 
corollary. 
Corollary 25. Given u d-dimensional grid-torus G1 x x Gd, where 
there exists an overall optimum (k, 1 )-MIRS \zith k = mNIP’. 
the following 
each IC;] =m, 
For the multidimensional version, when each G, has the same cardinality, we have 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 26. Given a d-dimensionul grid-torus GI x . x Gd, where each ) kJI= m, 
for each j such that 1 dj<d there exists an overall optimum (mJ_‘, [d/j])-MIRS. 
Proof. The d-dimensional grid-torus is given by the product of [d/j] subgrids-tori of 
dimension j and a grid-torus of dimension d mod j. The corollary follows now from 
product Theorem 7 and Corollary 25. q 
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no. of intervals rnd-l rnj-’ . nz2 m 1 
dimension 1 2 d . 3 : d 
Fig, 3. Trade-off between number of intervals and dimensions for a grid-torus of dimension d, i.e., with md 
nodes (all the quantities are to be rounded to the next integer). 
As in the case of hypercubes, this corollary states that by increasing the number of 
dimensions it is possible to go from a (&-I, I)-MIRS to a (l,d)-MIRS (see Fig. 3). 
The ratio between the space complexity in the (md-‘/d, 1) and in the (l,d)-MIRS is 
md-‘Id, which is again almost linear in the number of nodes. Also the space required by 
the (1, d)-MIRS is the same as the one required by a l-IRS scheme for the d-grid, but 
in the (1, d)-MIRS all shortest paths between every pair of nodes are represented, while 
in the l-IRS only a single shortest path between every pair is represented. Furthermore, 
l-IRS only exists for grids with no wrap-around and columns (or rows, but not both) 
wrap-around [ 18,231, whereas our results here apply to any grid-torus with wrap or 
no wrap-around in any dimension. 
6. Other models 
There are other possible variations of the model than the one we introduced in 
Section 2. We discuss a few of them below. 
6.1. CON model 
The (k,d)-MIRS model introduced in Section 2 can be considered as the DIS model, 
in the sense that to route a message to a destination label j = (ji, . . . ,jd), j must be 
in one of the k d-tuples of intervals (Disjunction) and then each ji (1 <i <d) must 
be in each of the intervals. We could have alternatively considered the CON model 
instead. In this model there is only a single d-tuple of up to k intervals per co- 
ordinate. Routing in this model then requires each j; (1 <i<d) (Conjunction) to be 
in one of the k intervals for each coordinate. We can define formally the model as 
follows. 
Let I(k) be the universe of all k-sets of intervals in N, i.e. I(k) = {{il,. . . , ik} 1 il, . . . , 
ik E I}. Moreover, let 9(k) = U:=, I(j). In a (k,d)-MILS each link is then labeled 
with a value from 9’(k), i.e. by a d-tuple of up to k intervals in N. A message 
with destination j = (ji, . . , jd) is then routed at each node on any incident link with 
label (Ii,. . .,Zd) (II,. . . , Zd E Y(k)) if for each i, 1 <i<d, there exists some interval 
[a;*, bib] E Zi such that aih < ji < bi, with 1 <h <k. 
The difference of the two models recalls the difference between that of a formula 
in Disjunctive Normal Form and Conjunctive Normal Form. The following example 
illustrates the difference between the two models. 
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Example 1. Let k = 2 and d = 3. The following represent link-labels on a node. 
DIS Model: {([3,5], [1,4], [5,8]),([1,2], [2,5], [1,4])}. There are 2 tuples, each co- 
ordinate of the 3-tuple consists of only one interval. 
CON Model: ({[3,5],[1,2]},{[1,4], [2,5]}, {[5,8], [1,4]}). This consists only of one 
3-tuple, but each coordinate has 2 intervals. 
Obviously all these models agree when d = 1 or k = 1, i.e. CON(k, 1)-MIRS = 
DIS(k, l)-MIRS=k-IRS and CON(l,d)-MIRS=DIS(l,d)-MIRS. It follows that al- 
most all the results in Sections 3 and 4 hold for both models. We do have to re- 
state the construction of link-labels in the product graph a little bit differently though. 
Instead of labeling the link with a ki d-tuples of intervals (DIS model) we need 
to label the link with a d-tuple of k; intervals. More formally, for each edge e = 
(nil ,.... i ,,..., id9 O,I ,._, I: ,..., i,, ) E E in the product graph G, we label it with the d-tuple of in- 
tervals (I, , . . . ,(/, . . . ,Id), where I/ = I,, is the set of intervals associated with the edge 
e.i = (Vi,, ri:) E Ej at node Vi, in the (k;, d;)-MIRS of subgraph G.i, and Z, = [ 1, n,] for 
each s fj, 1 <s<d. 
Then the product Theorem 7 holds. Also all the results in Section 5 on the trade-offs 
between k and d for hypercubes and grids-tori work for both models, as the results 
depend only on the product Theorem 7. 
In general, the models are not the same however and there is a trade-off between 
them. 
Theorem 27. For k, d 3 1, if u graph G has a CON(k, d)-MIRS then it has a DIS 
(kn, d)-MRS. 
Proof. Let G have a CON(k, d)-MIRS, then for any node u and any incident link 
(u, 21) there exists a set of d-tuples of up to k intervals such that for each node w 
with label (ii, in,. . . , id) there exists a shortest path from u to w through u iff for each 
j the integer $ is contained in one of the corresponding k intervals which constitute 
the jth component of the d-tuple. This is equivalent to saying that there exists a 
boolean formula in conjunctive normal form associated to the same node-link pair with 
the following structure Pi = A:= , (Z’, V Zi V . . . V Ii) where I’ denotes an elementary 
predicate referring to the inclusion of an integer in an interval on the ith dimension. An 
equivalent DIS scheme will refer to a disjunctive normal form formula with structure 
Fl= Vr= ,(Zf A Z’ A . . A If), with suitable k’ (number of intervals) and d’ (number 
of dimensions). 92 can be derived from 4 by distributing the V operator over the A 
operator. This results in a formula with k’ = kd clauses of d’ = d literals, that is in a 
(kd,d)-MIRS scheme. 0 
The converse of Theorem 27 in general does not hold. We have seen however that 
for such interconnection networks as hypercubes and grids-tori there is no need for 
trade-off. 
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7. Conclusion and open problems 
We have introduced multidimensional interval routing schemes, which generalize 
the standard Interval Routing schemes to higher dimensions. With the multidimensional 
schemes we improve the routing schemes to include all shortest paths for some standard 
interconnection networks such as d-grids, d-tori and d-hypercubes. This is achieved 
with efficient space complexity. 
There are still many unresolved problems with (k,d)-MIRS. We list here some open 
problems for future research. 
1. Study (k,d)-MIRS for other interconnection networks. 
2. The NP-hard result stated in this paper is for the case of weighted links only. This 
should hold true for the uniform cost link also. 
3. The trade-off between the number of intervals k and dimensions d are stated in this 
paper for hypercubes, grids and tori. It would be nice to obtain similar results for 
other graphs also. A general result between k and d for arbitrary graphs would be 
quite desirable. 
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